Let’s cruise the Great Ouse
Talk to Woodbridge Cruising Club 3/2/19

1. We have been cruising in Ragged Robin for 18 years and exploring as far as the Scillies and Brittany in the South and the Netherlands and round Denmark in the North. But there comes a time in
your 80s when you – or worse your children – tell you that you
have to respect your age and give up. Not willing to do this, we are
grateful that we are
members of a cruising
club and not a sailing
club! We therefore need
to change vessels if we
are to remain afloat and
continue cruising.
2. Unicorn is a Hampton
Safari 25. Over the past
three years we’ve explored all the Norfolk
Broads in her.
3. Unicorn has a comfortable bow section with
pull-out table for working
and dining;
4. an excellent steering
position where the roof
will slide back;
5. a fully equipped galley
with cooker and fridge,
and opposite, a bathroom
with shower.
6. In the stern, a permanently made up double
berth!
7. Having exhausted the
broads, last April we
moved her to Ely on the
Great Ouse, giving access to 150 miles of new
rivers and towns to explore. We settled on Ely
as the most central and
convenient location,
8. and chose the Cathedral Marina. We trucked

Unicorn there from the Broads.
9. Ely is a lovely setting
10. with full amenities and riverfront

pubs,
11. chandlery, pump-out, cinema; not forgetting Peacocks famous tearoom for fabulous lunches and teas.
12. Every Sunday in the summer, the riverside bandstand plays opposite the Marina
13. and of course there are the services and concerts in the magnificent Cathedral
14. The River Great Ouse and its tributaries give us 150 miles of
rivers from Kings Lynn in the north-east to Bedford in the South
West. The easterly stretch from Kings Lynn to Cambridge forms the
Ely Ouse and the Western from Kings Lynn to Bedford comprised
the new Bedford River
from Denver in the North
feeding into the great
Ouse all the way down to
Bedford. In between the
two is the Old West River.
15. Moorings are of two
kinds: the environment
agency moorings
equipped with mooring
posts.
16. You have to have an
environment agency licence to cruise the Great
Ouse costing £500 per
annum and this provides
the key to operate the electric locks, pump-out’s for
your holding tank and water supplies.
17. Complementary to
these are the GOBA moorings - Great Ouse Boating
Association. GOBA costs
£25 a year to join and provides helpful cruising information as well as access to the riverbank
moorings.
18. You do need Broads
type rond anchors to moor
yourself to the riverbank
19. clearer view
20. and it is helpful to
have a grapple to pull

yourself into the bank.

21. Locks. All but four
(near Bedford) have guillotine gates electrically
opened and closed. From
St Ives onwards we need
paddle handles to operate
the conventional V gates.
22. For the electrical
controls there is a control
box opened by the environment agency key and
inside,
23. clear controls and
indicators even including
a time delay for the slow
filling of the lock.
24. Our favourite short
passage is the 16 miles
from Ely to Cambridge.
This takes you through
two locks, both electrically operated:
25. Bottisham
26. and Baites Bite Lock,
on the other side of
which
27. is the turning circle
for the Cambridge rowers.
28. We moor opposite the
Goldie Boathouse at Midsummer Common.
29. It’s a short walk
across Midsummer Common and Jesus Green to
the colleges and town.
30. Our major cruise last
summer, was from Ely,
along the Old West River
and the Bedford Ouse to
Bedford. We allowed two
weeks but did it in 10
days.
31. South from Ely, we
branch off West to the Old
West River en route for St
Ives, Huntingdon, St Neots and finally Bedford.
32. Shortly in the Old

West River, we
arrive at
Stretham,
where we
pass the
Stretham
Old
Steam
engine.
This was originally a Boulton & Watt double acting
beam engine built in 1831 to drain the surrounding
fens into the old West River. The 11 ¼ m diameter
scoop wheel lifted 150 tons of water per minute. It
is now a museum, open on Sunday afternoons in the
summer months.

33. Next stop is Holywell,
a delightful village of
thatched houses along the
riverfront. These housed
Dutch workers in the 17th
century working on draining the fens under Cornelius Vermuyden, about
whom later.
34. The Old Ferry Boat Inn
is reputed to be the “oldest
Inn in England” having
served liquor since 560
A.D. The present building
dates from the 14th to the
15th century.
35 As we approach St Ives,
36. we encounter the old
river port
37….
38. and the famous St Ives
bridge built in 1425 and
having its own chapel in
the middle - one of only
four to be found in the UK.
39.There is a nice mooring
in the town Waits …
40.
41. next door to which is
the Norris Museum of local
history.
42. St Ives celebrates Oliver
Cromwell who lived in the
town from 1631 to 1636.
43. The next village is
Hemingford Gray,
and these
are the
comfortable town
moorings
with GOBA moorings along
the
riverbank
in the background.

44.The town moorings are next door to
the 11th century Manor House which is
moated and possibly the oldest continuously inhabited house in England. It
was the home of Lucy Boston, author of
the famous Green Knowe children’s
books.
45. The next door parish church of St
James has a truncated tower, the top of
which was blown down in a gale of
1741.
46. Hemingford Gray is a beautiful village full of half timbered and thatched
House …

houses - for example, this is Glebe

47. built in 1583.
48. A short walk away is
Hemingford Abbots: again
full of thatch and with
49. a pleasant village green
and
50. the thatched 17thcentury Axe and Compasses Pub.
51. Next stop is Houghton
Lock with its 17th-century

mill, converted first into a youth hostel and
then taken over by the National Trust.

52. We
are here
moored at
Huntington, in
sight of
the
53. 14th
century
stone
bridge
you look
down on
when on
the A14
en route
to the
Midlands.
54.This is the view downstream from the bridge.
55. Both Oliver Cromwell
and Samuel Pepys went to
the same school. It’s now
the Cromwell Museum.
56. The George hotel with
its 17th-century courtyard is
one of the many notable
buildings.
57. Next stop is Godmanchester. This lies in a backwater behind the
lock and is supposed to be the
oldest town in the
country having
been inhabited
since Roman
times.
58. This is the
GOBA mooring.
59. Godmanchester is a very attractive town with
a Chinese bridge,
60. a lovely backwater and charming boathouses, and numerous
early 17th-century timber

framed and 18th-century
61. The next stop is Brampton Mill converted into a
restaurant and pub. In
Brampton village is Pepys’
house - home to Samuel
Pepys parents.
62. Our next stop was a very
pleasant shaded GOBA
mooring
63. at Paxton Pits.
64. These are shingle extraction pits converted into a
nature reserve.
65. Further west, the river
and …
66. has plentiful birdlife. In
fact the Great Ouse has
much more birdlife than the
Broads, presumably because
of the less traffic and disturbance from civilisation.
67. As we approach St Neots, we traverse a very deep
lock
68. with a 2 m rise and fall.
When full - as here - you
are well above the bridge!

merchants houses.

narrows and becomes more overgrown,

69. This is St Neots Riverside Park with excellent GOBA moorings. This was summer 2018 and it became a
problem to find shady spots for mooring and keeping cool at night.
70. We were here able to find a side branch at Great Barford old lock …

71. and sheltered spot.
72. Great Barford itself…
73. has a pleasant but unshaded Riverside mooring.
74. It has an excellent Anchor Inn with All Saints
Church behind.
75. Great Barford Village
has a few imposing buildings – imposing until
76. you turn the corner!.
77. Further on, the Castle
Mill Lock is the deepest on
the Great Ouse with a rise
of over 2 m
78. this is looking upstream and
79. after filling.
80. Finally we lock through
into Bedford and found the
only shady spot along the
waterfront.
81. However, we soon had

to

move to accommodate the
evening practice of the canoe water-polo club!
82. the Bedford waterfront
has been relatively recently
nicely developed,
83. retaining fine riverside
buildings like the Swan Hotel and of course
84. John Bunyans church
85. with its 1849 interior and
86. fine Windows depicting
Pilgrim’s Progress: here
John Bunyan writing in
prison).
87. Outside are the remains of Bedford Castle
88. This overlooks the river, across which are very
attractive gardens and
parks, walkways and cycleways. Bedford as well as
being the home of John
Bunyan was also home to

Glenn Miller when he was stationed there and John Howard
of the Howard league of penal
reform.
89. The hot summer meant that
we encountered several stretches of the old West River
blocked by invasive duckweed.
This meant clearing out the
engine water intake every few
yards and a rebuild of the inlet
filter system.
90. That was the main river;
what about the side branches N
and S of Ely? The River Wissey, the Little Ouse and the RiverLark. South, branching off from the River Cam, three Lodes.
91. These were built on Roman watercourses and are
therefore dead straight for
much of their lengths.
92. You enter the Lodes off
the Cam through Upware
lock.
93. The first Lode you come
to is Wicken Lode approached under a wooden
bridge.
94. The Lode is very narrow.
95. It’s managed by the
National Trust and is one of
the oldest National Trust
nature reserves. It can be a
bit of a squeeze when you
encounter their trip boat.
96. There is a pleasant GOBA mooring a short walk
away from the visitor centre.
97. The lowest Lode is
Reach Lode.
98. It used to be a major inland port and saw its last commercial load in the 1930s.
99. Now it has a very pleasant sheltered mooring.
100. The town of Reach has Reach Green in which is held the annual fair dating from the 10th century

101. and shown on the village sign.
102. Some of the
houses show a Dutch
influence.
103. The middle
Lode - and our favourite - is Burwell
104. with a very
peaceful mooring
105. near the Anchor
Pub with an excellent restaurant.
106. The village has
the very large St
Mary’s Church built
in perpendicular
style.
107. The villagers claim that
the architect practised his
skills on Kings College
Chapel and then did better
building St Mary’s!
108. The village also houses
an interesting open-air Museum and Windmill.
109. One of its themes is the
Second World War with an
Anderton shelter, Churchill
wartime
broadcasts and
collection of
artefacts.
110. Guides
take you up
the windmill.
111. Finally,
we go north
from Ely to
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111. Finally, we
go north from Ely
to Denver Sluice,
at the junction of
the Geat Ouse
with the New
Bedford River
and the tidal river
to Kings Lynn,
and then the three
Rivers Wissey,
Little Ouse and
Lark. Denver
Sluice was built by the Dutch engineer Cornelius Vermuyden as part of his plans to drain the Fens in 1652. Now it
is part of a complex of locks and sluices to contain the
tidal river from Kings Lynn from flooding Ely; instead it
diverts high tides S towards the New Bedford River and
the Bedford washes and also provides N a relief channel
diverting inland flooding straight to the sea at Kings
Lynn; finally also providing water to Essex!
112. Denver Sluice is a massive structure. We have yet to
navigate the small boat sluice on the right on our way to
the Middle Levels, hopefully this year.
113. The rivers Wissey, Little Ouse and Lark are broad
and well provided with riverside moorings
114. The Little Ouse falls a few metres short of joining in its origin with the origin of the River Waveney. To-

gether, both form the boundary between Norfolk and Suffolk. if the final few metres between the two rivers
were connected, Norfolk would be an island!
115. This is the pleasant and convenient mooring at the end of the naviogable Little Ouse, Brandon.
116. A long walk
away is Weeting
Castle, built by
the son-in-law of
William the Conqueror in the 11th
century - now
owned by English
Heritage.
117. The lowest
of the rivers, the
River Lark, is
famous because
of the Prickwillow diesel pump Museum. This has a collection of working diesel engines, including the
118. massive Mirrlees
Bickerton & Day five
cylinder diesel engine
119. dating from 1923
and capable of lifting
140 tons of water a
minute. It is still
working, though replaced by electric
pumps, but remained
as a standby until the
1980s. The museum
does an excellent tour.
120. Further on, you
come to the village of
Isleham noted for its
early Norman chapel
abandoned by the
Benedictine’s in 1254.
So that is a
quick tour of
the Great Ouse.
There is so
much to see!
121. Almost
everywhere you
go, you get
lovely sunsets.

